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The United Nations is highly skilled in second guessing censuses when their crystal balls provide 
them with sufficient clairvoyant clarity to precisely quantify a perceived under numeration.

Vital statistics
Registration of vital events is in Gabon not complete. The Population Department of the 
United Nations prepared the following estimates. Population estimates account for under 
numeration in population censuses.

Wikipedia - Demographics of Gabon
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Demographics_of_Gabon&oldid=1178547402

Second-Guess … When you question or just doubt a decision that’s already been made, 
you’ve second-guessed it. The term implies a lack of confidence in the first choice or at least
a feeling of uncertainty about it. 

Grammarist - Second-Guess
https://grammarist.com/usage/second-guess/

The United Nations is also highly skilled in second guessing itself when their modern crystal balls 
[with high precision hindsight] detect under or over numeration in their previously published data.

There are clear data artefacts that suggest retrospective revisions were applied to nations 
[like Gabon, India and Nigeria] that arrived at Peak Annual Increment in the 1990s
but suddenly surged so they experienced a late Peak Annual Increment in the  2010s 
[according to the UN spreadsheet].

Malaga Bay - Population Data Shaping
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2023/10/30/population-data-shaping/

Therefore:

It's no surprise the United Nations second guessers get itchy fingers with Brazilian census data.

Brazil had an official resident population of 203 million in 2022, according to IBGE.
Brazil is the seventh most populous country in the world, and the second most populous in 
the Americas and Western Hemisphere.

Wikipedia - Demographics of Brazil
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Demographics_of_Brazil

The Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics (Portuguese: Instituto Brasileiro de 
Geografia e Estatística; IBGE) is the agency responsible for official collection of 
statistical, geographic, cartographic, geodetic and environmental information in Brazil.
…
The best known census is the population census (Brazilian Portuguese: censo demográfico).
First conducted in its modern form in 1872, it is now conducted every ten years, usually in 
years ending in zero. No census took place in 1880, 1910 or 1930.
…
The most recent census was conducted in 2010; the 2020 census was delayed to 2022 due to 
the COVID-19 pandemic.

Wikipedia - Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brazilian_Institute_of_Geography_and_Statistics

get itchy fingers
To be or become eager to begin, undertake, or become involved in some work or task, 
especially one that involves one's hands.

The Free Dictionary -Itchy Fingers
https://idioms.thefreedictionary.com/itchy+fingers

The UN itchy fingers produced a preposterously perfect polynomial for Brazil during 2022 that is 
predicated upon a Brazilian population of zero in the early 1930s.

United Nations - World Population Prospects 2022 - Online Edition
Department of Economic and Social Affairs - Population Division

https://population.un.org/wpp/Download/Files/1_Indicators
%20(Standard)/EXCEL_FILES/1_General/WPP2022_GEN_F01_DEMOGRAPHIC_INDI

CATORS_COMPACT_REV1.xlsx

The UN itchy fingers scratched their previous population prognostications for Brazil because they  
now consider their 1996 data contains a confounding combination of under and over numerations.

Accordingly:

The UN itchy fingers firmly massaged their previous predictions for Brazil [beginning in 1950] and
increased the incline by purposely pivoting the population data [very appropriately] around 1984.

World Population Prospects - United Nations - 1996
https://www.un.org/development/desa/pd/sites/www.un.org.development.desa.pd/files/files/d

ocuments/2020/Jan/un_1996_world_population_prospects-1996_revision.pdf

The resultant preposterously perfect polynomial produced by the UN itchy fingers suggests the 
2022 Brazilian census under numeration amounts to [in round numbers] 13 million people.

Stated differently:

The United Nations second guessers suggest the 2022 Brazilian census overlooked the equivalent 
of two cities about the size of Rio in a country where it's compulsory to carry formal identification.

Rio de Janeiro Population (2020) Municipality 6,747,815

Wikipedia - Rio de Janeiro
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rio_de_Janeiro

… it is compulsory to carry some form of identification … 
… a new ID card will be issued … starting 6 November 2023 … The CPF number, which all
Brazilian citizens have already got for tax purposes, will be the ID card number.

Wikipedia - Brazilian Identity Card
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brazilian_identity_card

In summary:

The battle lines are drawn between two very different Brazilian population projections that are 
problematical because both are represented by preposterously perfect polynomials.

The Wikipedia battle field currently combines the two data sources in a Births & Deaths table with 
a crazy count of the population that contains a comical oscillation cancelling the 2010 census count.

Wikipedia - Demographics of Brazil
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Demographics_of_Brazil&oldid=1184119162

It seems unlikely reality has any role to play in the preposterously perfect Battle of Brazil.

There are countries where the Death Count curiously flatlines as the population grows.

Malaga Bay - Population Flatliners
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2023/11/04/population-flatliners/

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Demographics_of_Gabon&oldid=1178547402
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As always:

Review the evidence and draw your own conclusions.

Footnote #1

In 1969 the United Nations began establishing their leadership role in population censuses.

The United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA), formerly the United Nations Fund for 
Population Activities, is a UN agency aimed at improving reproductive and maternal health 
worldwide. Its work includes developing national healthcare strategies and protocols, 
increasing access to birth control, and leading campaigns against child marriage, gender-
based violence, obstetric fistula, and female genital mutilation.

The UNFPA supports programs in more than 144 countries across four geographic regions:
Arab States and Europe, Asia and the Pacific, Latin America and the Caribbean, and sub-
Saharan Africa. Around three-quarters of the staff work in the field.
…
The agency began operations in 1969 as the United Nations Fund for Population Activities 
under the administration of the United Nations Development Fund. In 1971 it was placed 
under the authority of the United Nations General Assembly. Its name was changed into 
United Nations Population Fund in 1987. However, the shortened term of UNFPA has been 
retained.

Wikipedia - United Nations Population Fund
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/UNFPA

For more than three decades UNFPA, working in multiple partnerships, has played a 
leadership role in supporting population and housing censuses in developing and transition
countries. Many countries across all continents would have been unable to conduct censuses 
without technical assistance provided by the Fund. This ranges from support for entire 
censuses, particularly in countries conducting a first modern census, to highly technical 
elements of census capacity-building in other countries.  In many countries, censuses have 
provided the only stocktaking of the population and its characteristics.

Symposium on Global Review of 2000 Round of Population and Housing Censuses: 
Mid-Decade Assessment and Future Prospects

Statistics Division - Department of Economic and Social Affairs
United Nations Secretariat - New York - 7-10 August 2001

https://unstats.un.org/unsd/demographic/meetings/egm/symposium2001/docs/symposium_04.htm

The United Nations has, over the years, issued a series of handbooks and technical reports 
intended to assist countries in carrying out population and housing censuses.

Handbook on the Management of Population and Housing Censuses - Revision 2 - 2021
https://unstats.un.org/unsd/publication/seriesf/series_f83rev2en.pdf

Unfortunately:

Recent events indicate their leadership role is similar to the fox guarding the hen house.

A census is the procedure of systematically acquiring, recording and calculating 
population information about the members of a given population. This term is used mostly 
in connection with national population and housing censuses; other common censuses 
include censuses of agriculture, traditional culture, business, supplies, and traffic censuses.

The United Nations (UN) defines the essential features of population and housing censuses 
as "individual enumeration, universality within a defined territory, simultaneity and defined 
periodicity", and recommends that population censuses be taken at least every ten years. 

UN recommendations also cover census topics to be collected, official definitions, 
classifications and other useful information to co-ordinate international practices.

Wikipedia - Census
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Census

0:21 John Campbell

This seems to be an international problem that a lot of people in Care Homes died who 
should not have died.

Sometimes  they weren't given treatments they should have been given.

Other times they were      given treatments that they should not have been given.

More people died and this was part of the reason I believe that Covid looked a lot more 
deadly than it actually turned out to be.

 Care Home Deaths - John Campbell - 04 Nov 2023
https://youtu.be/EIwwmO7gd6A

The World Health Organization (WHO) is a specialized agency of the United Nations 
responsible for international public health. It is headquartered in Geneva, Switzerland, and 
has six regional offices and 150 field offices worldwide.

Wikipedia - World Health Organization
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Health_Organization

8:46  Andrei Martyanov
…
United Nations as we know it is dead
it's utterly corrupt organization
it is completely … paid for by the United States 
it's laughable … as organization
and as you already saw many people now begin to simply leave it
and it has to die the way it exists today …
it's not workable
it's essentially subsidiary of the Anglo Saxon … world …

Dialogue Works with Andrei Martyanov - 7 Nov 2023
https://youtu.be/8vJ4FQICYyI?t=525

The fox guarding the hen house describes a set of circumstances in which someone who 
should not be trusted has been chosen to protect someone or oversee a situation.

Grammarist - Fox Guarding The Hen House
https://grammarist.com/usage/fox-guarding-the-hen-house/

Footnote #2

Sticklers for detail may experience severe cognitive dissonance reconciling reality with:

• The UN claimed climate change threats to people in the 21st century and
• The UN projected 50% population growth by the end of the century.

The Kelvin climate data shows no obvious relationship between temperatures and CO2.
But the Kelvin data does display a modest long term trend of +1ºK per 345 years.

Malaga Bay - Climate Clowns
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2022/11/03/climate-clowns/

It was estimated by the United Nations to have exceeded eight billion in … 2022 …

The UN Department of Economics and Social Affairs projects between 9 and 10 billion 
people by 2050 and gives an 80% confidence interval of 10–12 billion by the end of the 
21st century, with a growth rate by then of zero.

Wikipedia - World Population
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_population

Climate change threatens people with increased flooding, extreme heat, increased food 
and water scarcity, more disease, and economic loss …  migration and conflict …

The World Health Organization (WHO) calls climate change the greatest threat to global 
health in the 21st century.

Wikipedia - Climate Change
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Climate_change

There are estimated to be around 56m deaths per year according to the World Health 
Organisation - and it's thought half are not registered - so there is a lot of missing 
information about what people die of. … In the developed world almost all deaths are 
registered … By contrast, most deaths in the developing world go unrecorded …

The Mystery of India's Unrecorded Deaths
BBC News - Cathy Edwards and Suhail Haleem - 12 July 2014

https://www.bbc.com/news/health-28228177

Footnote #3

A curious chain of coincidences.

Doctor Who - Every Dalek Extermination - Extended Edition
Tardis & Beyond - 1 May 2018
https://youtu.be/ZMrKk5xFhzQ

Doctor Who is a British science fiction television series broadcast by the BBC since 1963.
…
The Dalek race, which first appeared in the show's second serial in 1963 … The Daleks 
are ...mutated by the scientist Davros and housed in mechanical armour shells for mobility.
Their chief role in the series plot, as they frequently remark in their instantly recognisable 
metallic voices, is to "exterminate" all non-Dalek beings.

Wikipedia - Doctor Who
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dr_who

Davros is a character from the long-running British science fiction television series Doctor 
Who … created by … Terry Nation, originally for the 1975 serial Genesis of the Daleks.

Wikipedia - Davros
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Davros

The World Economic Forum (WEF) is an international non-governmental organization for 
public - private sector collaboration[1] based in Cologny, Canton of Geneva, Switzerland.
It was founded on 24 January 1971 by German engineer Klaus Schwab. …
The WEF is mostly known for its annual meeting at the end of January in Davos, a 
mountain resort in the eastern Alps region of Switzerland.

Wikipedia - World Economic Forum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WEF

Malaga Bay - International Pandemic Treaty
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2022/05/21/international-pandemic-treaty/

The World Health Organization (WHO) is a specialized agency of the United Nations 
responsible for international public health …
The headquarters in Geneva was designed by Jean Tschumi and inaugurated in 1966.

Wikipedia -  World Health Organization
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Health_Organization

World Health Organization - Top WHO Contributors
https://www.who.int/about/funding/contributors
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https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019


Footnote #4

Neil Oliver drops a Brazilian bombshell at the two minute mark.

Machine Transcript - Begins

0:00 no good deed goes unpunished but lying for the establishment is a path to
0:04 success to promotion and wealth repeating the establishment's lies
0:09 cheerleading for them pushing and supporting whatever lies The
0:12 Establishment tells carries no damaging consequences for the Liars even when the
0:17 lies are exposed and lies are always exposed in the end the Liars shrug and
0:21 move on to telling more lies telling the truth however in this upside down world
0:26 will never be forgiven still out there in perdition exiled never to return to their
0:30 old lives to the restoration of the reputations they had before are those
0:34 who told the truth exile for defying The Establishment is a life sentence but
0:40 while lying carries no consequences for the Liars there are consequences all
0:45 sorts that the Liars never see coming just as a for instance the number of
0:49 American parents deciding not to submit their children to the state recommended
0:53 jobs is at an all-time high never has such a large proportion as much as 5% in
0:58 some states opted to keep their child away from the needle who could blame
1:03 them I'm not aware of a similar report here in the UK but it's reasonable to
1:06 imagine a parallel Trend hesitancy born of suspicion that those in charge of the
1:11 medical world those making the decisions are not to be trusted and once trust
1:15 goes it never comes back the world of medicine has made itself untrustworthy
1:20 the lying is everywhere now more and more people see the lies coming at them
1:24 from all over every day the lying about the pandemic the use of dishonest
1:29 propaganda the deceit and obfuscation the nudging and scops the threats and
1:33 bullying the censorship and silencing of dissenting voices are more blatantly
1:37 exposed also exposed is the truth of what some voices warned early in the
1:41 debacle about the economic suicide of
1:44 lockdown about lockdowns inevitable
1:46 harms to health physical and mental
1:48 about unforgivable harms to children
1:50 every day the lie about safe and
1:52 effective the 100% safety and efficacy
1:55 we were told to trust in relation to
1:56 those Medical Products promoted as
1:58 vaccines is more obvious
2:00 and yet last week in Brazil the
2:01 population was told that if they don't
2:03 get their children jabbed with those
2:04 products they'll be denied state
2:07 welfare big Pharma was not even asked to
2:10 test whether its products would prevent
2:11 transmission of disease the claim that
2:13 was the entire foundation and
2:15 justification for pushing those products
2:17 mandating them for health workers on
2:19 pain of losing their jobs pushing them
2:20 on children for whom the risk from coid
2:23 was so low it emerged at one point that
2:25 4 million doses would have to be given
2:27 to 2 million children to a single
2:30 admission to intensive care that the
2:33 products would not stop transmission
2:34 that the benefits of wholesale jabbing
2:36 of children were vanishingly small if
2:38 not non-existent that the gcvi The Joint
2:41 Committee on vaccination and
2:42 immunization had discussed and
2:44 acknowledged that the risk from the
2:46 injectables of myocarditis and
2:48 pericarditis especially in young males
2:50 was real and serious was we know now
2:53 information available to those dictating
2:56 policy from before the beginning and yet
2:58 still the people of this country and the
3:00 wider world were bombarded Round the
3:02 Clock with propaganda that those
3:04 products were safe and effective indeed
3:06 that to refuse them was tant out to
3:08 deliberately killing granny lies I say
3:12 all of this makes what happened what was
3:14 knowingly inflicted on the people of
3:15 this country from youngest to oldest
3:18 unforgivable when I was a child fairy
3:20 stories started with Once Upon a Time
3:23 now they begin according to experts I
3:25 hold my hand up and say I was in the
3:28 beginning as gulled as the next dup but
3:31 in spite of that for those first weeks
3:32 it never occurred to me that the
3:34 government and others in Authority would
3:36 knowingly unleash harm on us and yet it
3:38 becomes unavoidably clear that they did
3:41 that's precisely what they did There's
3:43 now no denying the truth that they were
3:45 informed of the harms that would be done
3:47 but that they went ahead anyway right
3:50 there is the reason why there have been
3:51 and will be Co inquiry or no Co inquiry
3:55 no meaningful consequences for those
3:57 responsible because the appropriate
3:59 consequences would surely see the
4:01 highest in the land behind bars for
4:03 years if not for the rest of their lives
4:06 and let's face it that ain't ever going
4:07 to happen in this upside down world you
4:10 and I might face jail time for lighting
4:12 a wood burning stove in Winter or saying
4:14 a man can only be a man and a woman can
4:16 only be a woman but for setting in train
4:18 events that killed permanently injured
4:20 or otherwise destroyed never to be known
4:22 numbers of people all that lies ahead
4:25 are honors bigger jobs and bigger
4:26 bonuses no meaningful consequences for
4:29 the Liars then and the same voices that
4:31 lied about all of it have gone on to lie
4:34 I say about one thing after another
4:36 about the human impact on climate about
4:38 the building of a digital prison with
4:40 digital IDs social credit scores and
4:42 Central Bank digital currencies about
4:44 the war in Ukraine and most recently
4:46 about the blood drenched hellscape of
4:49 Gaza the peoples of the world are set at
4:52 each other's throats and as abuse is
4:54 howled between entrenched groups and
4:55 sides all manner of world changing
4:57 Mischief is plotted and acted upon On by
4:59 The Usual Suspects that never face the
5:01 consequences of their actions while the
5:04 fires burn and the blood flows Bill
5:06 Gates's World Health Organization moves
5:08 to centralize power over 193 member
5:11 States including the UK the same Liars
5:13 are lying about that of course saying
5:15 the amendments to the international
5:17 Health recommendations are nothing at
5:18 all to fear that no threat at all is
5:21 posed to National sovereignty but Liars
5:23 lie that's what they do I say now though
5:26 the Liars are playing with fire they
5:28 lied about the war in Ukraine and now
5:30 half a million ukrainians are dead
5:32 alongside tens of thousands of Russians
5:35 in April 2022 former UK prime minister
5:38 Boris Johnson scuppered any hopes of
5:40 early peace the big lie about the West's
5:42 involvement in Ukraine was that it was
5:44 about saving democracy there but since
5:46 that lofty claim was made president
5:48 zalinski has banned opposition taken
5:50 control of the media stopped elections
5:52 and most recently banned the
5:54 thousand-year-old Ukrainian Orthodox
5:56 Church from the very beginning there
5:57 were voices asking questions about that
5:59 place and that war about the involvement
6:02 of the Biden family with business deals
6:04 there about the way the United States
6:06 pushed audet in Ukraine in 2014 to get
6:09 rid of a pro-russian president and
6:11 replace him with one welld disposed to
6:12 Washington about Nazis in the ranks of
6:15 Ukraine's fighting forces any and all
6:17 questions about those matters and more
6:19 besides were loudly shouted down as some
6:21 sort of treason there's no doubting the
6:24 truth now though it turns out there was
6:26 no democracy to save in Ukraine just
6:28 lucrative business concerns at the time
6:31 of his death in 1940 Major General
6:33 Smedley Butler was the most decorated
6:35 Marine in US history in 1935 he wrote a
6:39 book called war is a racket in which he
6:41 declared war is a racket it always has
6:44 been it's possibly the oldest easily the
6:46 most profitable surely the most vicious
6:49 it's the only one in which the profits
6:50 are reckoned in dollars and the losses
6:52 in lives weapons sent to Ukraine by the
6:55 West mostly out ofd store covered
6:58 weapons but good good enough for a
7:00 veritable schoras Board of death have
7:02 since turned up many thousands of miles
7:03 away sold on the black market what was
7:06 always going to happen is surely
7:08 happening Russia will take the Russian
7:10 part of Ukraine being the donbass seat
7:12 of the Civil War that raged from 2014 
7:15 onwards and it will retain Crimea and
7:17 its access to the Sea that's what was
7:19 always going to happen and while without
7:21 the West's contribution to the suffering
7:23 it might have happened 600 days and half
7:25 a million deaths ago finally everyone is
7:28 accepting that bloody inevitability the
7:31 warmongers and carpet baggers enriched
7:33 by events in Ukraine operated in the
7:35 near certainty that pain caused there
7:37 would not be felt in their own backyards
7:39 now they're playing with matches in the
7:41 Holy Land which is a horse of a
7:43 different color ancient trouble there
7:45 made of Decades of wickedness is being
7:47 stoked Cry Havoc Bellow the worst of
7:50 them and let slip the dogs of war but
7:52 fires that catch there will inevitably
7:54 spread perhaps out of control Sage
7:57 commentators warn that the resultant
7:59 conf flation May consume in its entirety
8:01 the state of Israel in any event tens of
8:04 thousands of Palestinians are being
8:05 annihilated any voice even suggesting a
8:08 ceasefire is to be silenced but we here
8:10 in the west are hardly beyond the reach
8:12 of likely Flames after Decades of people
8:15 in power cynically and deliberately
8:17 making trouble for communities across
8:19 Europe and here at home in the UK
8:21 Decades of meddling of turning blind
8:23 eyes to simmering hatreds and abuse the
8:25 populations of Europe and also the UK
8:27 are up to our ankles in pet
8:29 the liars and their troublemaking
8:31 servants are playing with matches again
8:33 and the possible perhaps inevitable
8:35 consequences are plain to see are we to
8:37 be hered into Civil War Holy War World
8:40 War as always ask quono who benefits
8:44 when all that us Weaponry billions of
8:46 dollars worth was casually left behind
8:48 in Afghanistan it created a massive
8:50 lucrative opportunity for the military
8:52 industrial complex to replace it all for
8:54 hundreds of billions more dollars
8:57 Ukraine was another sump soaking up more
8:59 ordinance that had to be replaced on and
9:01 on and on a multi-billion dollar
9:03 merrygoround of death that never stops
9:05 spinning ask yourself what happens next
9:08 there are rumors of a draft in the
9:09 United States will American Sons and
9:11 Daughters be sent to die in the Middle
9:13 East will yours will mine and for what
9:16 here's the thing if the Liars don't want
9:18 you to ask questions it's because
9:19 they're scared you might learn the truth
9:21 and the truth is that it's lies all the way down

No good deed goes unpunished, but lying for the Establishment is a path to success
Neil Oliver - GBNews - 11 Nov 2023

https://youtu.be/5DNGuJUwzfw
Fallback: https://rumble.com/v3vb4wr

As of November 2021, Brazil has the lowest level of vaccine hesitancy in Latin America.
Experts ascribe this to long-standing vaccination programs run by the public health system 
and to the inclusion of a vaccination requirement in social welfare programs.
At the same time, vaccination coverage has been decreasing since 2011, mainly among rural 
families and people with low education.
...
Routine vaccinations … For children

01. BCG vaccine, Intradermal, at birth
02. Hepatitis B vaccine, at birth, 1 and 6 months
03. Pentavalent vaccine, DTP (whole cell pertussis component),

HB, and Hib, administered at 2, 4, and 6 months,
with a booster (DTP) at 15 months and 4 years.

04. Polio vaccine (inactivated), at 2 and 4 months
05. Polio vaccine (oral), at 6 and 15 months
06. Rotavirus vaccine (monovalent oral human rotavirus vaccine) at 2 and 4 months
07. Pneumococcal vaccine 10-valent conjugate vaccine d at 2, 4, 6, and 10 months
08. Yellow fever vaccine at 9 months and booster every 10 years
09. MMR vaccine at 12 months and 4 years
10. Meningococcal vaccine at 3, 5, and 15 months
11. Influenza vaccine, annually
12. MMRV vaccine, after 1 year of age
13. Hepatitis A vaccine, at 0 and 6 to 12 months

Wikipedia - Vaccination in Brazil
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vaccination_in_Brazil

Autism is part of a group of disorders known as autism spectrum disorders (ASD), 
characterized by varying degrees of symptom severity and impact, ranging from mild to 
quite severe. The hallmark characteristics of autism include an impaired ability to 
communicate and relate to others socially. Autism is also associated with a restricted range 
of activities and repetitive behaviors, such as obsessively arranging objects or following 
very specific routines. ASD can usually be reliably diagnosed behaviorally by 24 months
of age although new and promising research aims to establish screening and diagnostic 
measures for children as young as 12-18 months. … Despite some preliminary efforts there 
is not a reliable population-based prevalence estimate published in Brazil, nor in any 
other Latin America country. … Based on these international estimates, it is conceivable 
that as many as 1.5 million Brazilians are currently living with ASD.

Autism in Brazil - Perspectives from Science and Society
Cristiane S Paula, Eric Fombonne, Carlos Gadia, Robert Tuchman, Michael Rosanoff

Revista da Associação Médica Brasileira - Volume 57 - Issue 1 - Jan-Feb 2011 - Pages 2-5
https://doi.org/10.1590/S0104-42302011000100002

In this article, I try to explain the reasons, based on scientific studies, why we can estimate 
that Brazil may currently have 6 million autistic people or more!

Why can Brazil have 6 million autistic people?
Canal Autismo - Francisco Paiva Jr - 1 April 2023

https://www.canalautismo.com.br/en/why-can-brazil-have-6-million-autistic-people/

About 1 in 36 children has been identified with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) 
according to estimates from CDC’s Autism and Developmental Disabilities Monitoring 
(ADDM) Network.
…
ASD is nearly 4 times more common among boys than among girls.

CDC - Data & Statistics on Autism Spectrum Disorder
https://www.cdc.gov/ncbddd/autism/data.html
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